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PR
IC

E LIST

Smart Service

Rental
Purchase

IP Box fee etc.
Monthly Fee ¥0*2

Monthly Fee ¥715*2

Monthly Fee ¥1,045*2

For customers currently using iTSCOM HOME
For customers currently using iTSCOM services, with the exception of the above
Ordinary Fee

*The basic usage fee for the first unit is ¥1,045/unit/month, if you use iTSCOM TV Push alone without using iTSCOM services. *If you use multiple units, the basic usage fee for the second and further unit is ¥715/unit/month.
*The IP Box fee includes the equipment cost for the terminal, installation and setup costs, etc. *Refer to the websites for detail about iTSCOM HOME.
*1 24-month warranty if purchased. *2 The basic usage fee is free for one IP Box with one iTSCOM HOME Gateway. The basic usage fee for the second and further boxes is ¥715/unit/month.

iTSCOM TV Push

Monthly Fee ¥550/unit
¥10,780/unit*1

*1 You can use one software contract on up to three terminals.

Internet Service All listed prices are tax-inclusive.

Apartment Type Monthly Fee

¥6,820/unit
¥6,270/unit
¥5,720/unit

2GB Course
1GB Course
300MB Course

Course Monthly Fee

¥4,730/unit
¥4,180/unit
¥3,520/unit

600MB Course
300MB Course
30MB Course

Course Monthly Fee

¥7,150/unit
¥6,600/unit
¥5,060/unit

600MB Course
300MB Course
30MB Course

Course Monthly Fee

Home Type Monthly Fee

¥8,250/unit
¥7,700/unit
¥7,150/unit
¥5,060/unit

2GB Course
1GB Course
300MB Course
30MB Course

Course Monthly Fee

●Mail virus check/Free　●Junk mail check/Free　●IP address type selection/Free　●Web filtering/monthly fee per terminal ¥220　
●Additional e-mail addresses/monthly fee per address ¥330　●Norton™ Security/monthly fee ¥627*1

Optional
Service

*Equipment installation is required. *Installation fee is not included. *If you use iTSCOM Hikari, an additional contract 
administration fee of ¥3,300 is required. *We may be unable to provide this service in some cases, depending on the 
building’s equipment. *If you use iTSCOM Hikari Home Type (2-year Course) or Apartment Course (2-year Course), a contract 
termination fee will be charged in the event of a course change or termination during the contract term (Excluding the month 
containing the date of contract expiration, and the subsequent two months). The contract termination fee is ¥10,450 for a 
contract begun by June 30, 2022. For a contract begun on or after July 1, 2022, (including contract renewals), the fee is 
¥10,450 if the monthly charge is ¥10,450 or more, or an amount equal to the monthly charge if that is less than ¥10,450. 
*The cable modem usage fee charge is included in the monthly usage fee for the cable service. If you want to purchase a 
cable modem, it costs ¥16,500/unit. with 24-month warranty, and the monthly usage fee is reduced by ¥770/unit.

Cable Service Monthly Fee

¥6,600/unit
¥5,060/unit
¥3,520/unit
¥1,870/unit

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS
Kattobi JUST

Course Monthly Fee

iTSCOM Hikari Home Type ［ 2-Year Course ］ Monthly Fee
《Customers Living in Houses》

iTSCOM Hikari Apartment Type ［ 2-Year Course ］ Monthly Fee
《Customers Living in Apartments》

*The name “Kattobi” for our Internet service 
refers to convenient connection to the Internet.

Phone Service

Monthly Fee

Free*1

¥2,200/registration*2
*1 If porting numbers from NTT, you will be changed a ¥2,200 NTT construction fee for intermission. 
*2 Registration until the month after commencement of service is free of charge.

Processing Fee

Number Portability
Number Change

Service

Optional Service

*Additional Universal Service Fee and telecommunications relay service fee will be charged. *Installation fee 
and call charge not included. *If you use iTSCOM Hikari, an additional contract administration fee of ¥3,300 
is required. *See important explanatory about ”Cable-plus Phone” for call charges.

Monthly Fee

Cable-plus Phone
Service Monthly Fee

¥1,463/month
Monthly Fee

¥330
¥440
¥220
¥110
¥550
¥330
¥110
¥759

Call waiting
Caller ID display
Caller ID notification request
Waiting caller ID display
Incoming call forwarding
Nuisance call automatic rejection
Print detailed phone bill
Optional discount pack
Nuisance call automatic rejection + Waiting caller ID display + Call waiting + Caller ID display + Caller ID notification request

Service

¥1,650/unit × 24 installments
¥1,320/unit × 24 installments

*1 If you only use a data SIM, the contract is only for the communications fee. *Additional charges apply for calls, SMS messages, and the universal service fee and telecommunications relay service fee. *If you have a contract 
for the 10-minute unlimited call course, there is no charge for any number of calls which do not exceed 10 minutes each and uses a prefix number. Calls which exceed 10 minutes are charged at ¥11 per 30 seconds. 
(International calls and international roaming are excluded) *There is a new contract fee of ¥3,733 per contract. *If you have a contract for unlimited 120-minute calls, your call will be automatically cut off after 120 minutes. 
Call again to talk for another 120 minutes. *The terminal "¥1,320 Course" does not include a power adapter with the unit, so if you need one, please purchase it for ¥1,430/unit. If you do not order the power adapter at the 
same time as the main unit, you will be charged a separate shipping fee of ¥1,000.

For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services ¥1,760/line ¥1,298/line ¥550/line

iTSCOM
SIM

Basic
Course Ordinary Fees ¥1,980/line ¥1,518/line ー

¥2,640/line ¥2,178/line ーUnlimited
10-minute
call course

iTSCOM
Data SIM*1

Ordinary Fees ¥2,860/line ¥2,398/line ー

¥1,540/line ¥1,078/line ー

Ordinary Fees ¥1,760/line ¥1,298/line ー

Terminal Fee For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services

Ordinary Fees

［Option］ Terminal extended warranty service ¥418/unit（When a terminal is replaced, there is a separate charge of ¥5,500/unit for the first occasion, and ¥11,000/unit for the second and each subsequent occasion.)

Mobile Service
Service Monthly Fee

For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services

For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services

Smartphone Type
¥1,320 Course

¥1,760/unit × 24 installments
¥1,430/unit × 24 installments

¥1,430 Course

6GB

¥2,310/line

¥2,530/line

¥3,190/line

¥3,410/line

¥2,090/line

¥2,310/line

10GB

¥2,860/line

¥3,080/line

¥3,740/line

¥3,960/line

¥3,520/line ¥3,058/line ーUnlimited
120-minute
call course Ordinary Fees ¥3,740/line ¥3,278/line ー

For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services ¥4,070/line

¥4,290/line

¥4,620/line

¥4,840/line

¥2,640/line

¥2,860/line

20GB 3GB 0GB

+

Com-
muni-
cations
Fee

iTSCOM
Smart
phone

Service Price List TV Service

J SPORTS 4 HD
GREEN CHANNEL HD, GREEN CHANNEL 2 HD
EISEIGEKIJO HD
WOWOW Plus: Movies, Drama, Sports, Music
TOEI Channel HD
STAR CHANNEL 
Nittele Plus: Dramas, anime, live music
TV Asahi Channel 1
Fuji TV NEXT: Live, Premium
Fuji TV ONE TWO NEXT
TBS Channel 1: Latest dramas, music, movies
TBS Channel 2: Hit dramas, sports, anime  
KNTV HD
Mnet HD
KBS World  HD
TAKARAZUKA SKY STAGE
WOWOW  
CNN U.S.

¥1,430/unit
¥1,100/unit
¥2,200/unit
¥770/unit

¥1,650/unit
¥2,530/unit
¥990/unit
¥660/unit

¥1,320/unit
¥1,650/unit
¥660/unit
¥660/unit

¥3,300/unit
¥2,530/unit
¥770/unit

¥2,970/unit
¥2,530/unit
¥2,200/unit

*1

*4

*2

*1

*5

*6

*2*3

*2*3

*1

*7

2 channels as one set

3 channels as one set

3 channels as one set

4 channels as one set

*1 This is included in the basic service with “MAX plus/MAX”.
*2 This is included in the basic service with “MAX plus/MAX” “STANDARD plus/STANDARD” and “BIG”.
*3 The monthly 2-channel set fee for TBS Channel 1 and TBS Channel 2 is ¥1,100/unit.
*4 The 3-channel set of Star Channel 1, Star Channel 2, and Star Channel 3.
*5 The monthly fee is ¥1,100/unit for users of “MAX plus/MAX”.
*6 Fuji TV ONE and Fuji TV TWO are included in the basic service with “MAX plus/MAX”.
*7 Applications for WOWOW and monthly usage fee payments for it should be made directly to WOWOW.

Optional Channels
Service Monthly Fee

*Equipment installation is required. *The above prices include equipment usage fees. *The monthly usage fee 
does not include the NHK reception fee. *Installation costs etc. are separate. *If you use iTSCOM Hikari, an 
additional contract administration fee of ¥3,300 is required. *If you apply for multiple units, the course with the 
highest monthly usage fee applies to the first unit, then the monthly usage fees for other courses apply to the 
second and other units. *MAX plus, STANDARD plus, and MINIplus only allow the use of one unit per 
household.  *An additional estimate and contract is required to view specialty channels in stores and offices etc.

2 units and more ¥4,840/unit

2 units and more ¥4,345/unit

2 units and more ¥4,840/unit

2 units and more ¥3,850/unit

2 units and more ¥2,880/unit

2 units and more ¥4,840/unit

2 units and more ¥3,850/unit

2 units and more ¥2,860/unit

2 units and more ¥3,190/unit

2 units and more ¥2,200/unit

2 units and more ¥1,210/unit

Cable Service

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

STB

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

STB

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

STB

¥9,680
¥8,690
¥7,260
¥6,270
¥5,280
¥6,600
¥5,610
¥4,620
¥4,070
¥3,080
¥2,090

MAX（BD）
MAX

BIG

αAce

MINI

Course Equipment Monthly Fee

Optional Services

*The monthly usage fee for “MAX plus/MAX” includes the iTSCOM Magazine program guide magazine.

１ Issue ¥275/month・shipping fee includediTSCOM　magazine
Service Fee

*This is a service you can only use with iTSCOM Hikari.
*“MAX plus” “STANDARD plus” “MINI plus” basic services include milplus Unlimited Viewing Pack 
Prime. *You can use this as an optional addition to TV service or Internet service.

¥1,026/monthmilplus Unlimited Viewing Pack Prime
Service Monthly Fee

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

2 units and more
¥3,850/unit
2 units and more
¥3,850/unit
2 units and more
¥2,200/unit

iTSCOM Hikari

¥9,460
¥7,040
¥3,850
¥8,690
¥6,270
¥3,080

MAX plus
STANDARD plus
MINI plus
MAX

STANDARD
MINI

Course Equipment Monthly Fee

《Both for Houses & Apartments》

*Facility Usage Service provides only DTT/BS digital broadcasting channels (including BS4K/8K). 
Customers cannot apply for optional channels or equipment (including attachments).

ー

iTSCOM Hikari

¥880/householdFacility Usage Service
Course Equipment Monthly Fee

《Customers Living in Houses》

iTSCOM Hikari ［2-Year TV Course］

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

You can use this in combination with the 
Internet 600 MB 2-year Course.

MAX plus
STANDARD plus

¥6,710
¥4,290

Course Equipment Monthly Fee

《Customers Living in Apartments》

*iTSCOM Hikari is a service which uses optical fiber cables to deliver TV, Internet, telephone, and 
more. It is also highly resilient, to provide more stable service.

¥550/household *Shortest contract term: 6 months

If you subscribe to
iTSCOM 
Tokoton Support

To use iTSCOM Service with more convenience and security
Monthly Fee

iTSCOM Tokoton Support
Service Initial Fee

¥0/month*Kaiteki Mesh Wi-Fi

If you subscribe to
Kaiteki Mesh Wi-Fi

● The range of Wi-Fi communication is extended by 
　 inter-connection of multiple installed devices.
●Stable, high-speed communication, anywhere in your home
●Automatic Wi-Fi optimization for comfortable connection

＊Excluding Kattobi MANSION LAN and Kattobi Hikari, applies to apartment contracts  ＊Free device shipping  ＊A fee 
of ¥330/unit/month is charged for the 3rd and subsequent units. (inclusive of tax)  *If iTSCOM provides installation 
work, there is an installation fee of ¥7,700 (installation and setup cost, wireless investigation cost) for each set of 2 
units. If the customer installs the equipment, a device shipping charge of ¥2,750 applies.  *When you apply for Mesh 
Wi-Fi, installation and device shipping for 1 set of 2 units is free of charge if you change to, or are already using, 
iTSCOM Internet service of 160M or higher (Excluding Kattobi MANSION LAN and Kattobi Hikari).  *For the 3rd and 
subsequent units, an installation and setup cost of ¥7,700/unit or a device shipping charge of ¥2,750 applies.

＊For customers using iTSCOM Tokoton Support with a contract for 160MB or higher Internet service

●Call the special toll-free number anytime!
●¥3,300 traveling fee and ¥2,200 technical fee for visiting
　support absolutely free！
　*Up to 3 setup operations/month (Maximum 2 working hours/visit)
●Professional staff will solve your problems remotely!
　*Internet connection necessary.

●The monthly usage fee for TV service does not include the NHK receiving fee. 
●Those already paying satellite broadcast reception fees can change to “group bundle payment”. 
●If those who pay satellite broadcast receiving fees to NHK in advance apply for group bundle payment, they 
can change to “group bundle payment” once their pre-paid period expires. 
●Those who are using iTSCOM services and are able to receive NHK satellite color broadcasts can 
apply for “group bundle payment” (limited to contracts within the iTSCOM service area).

NHK Group Bundle Payment
Customers who want to use this benefit can pay NHK receiving fees together with 
usage fees for our services to receive a discount.

¥4,340

¥4,440

¥4,040
*Receiving fee includes consumption tax. *Refer to the NHK website for details of receiving fee amounts.

2-month Payment 6-month Advance Payment 12-month Advance Payment

Standard receiving fee price 
（bank account, credit card）
Standard receiving fee price 
（automatic bank transfer, etc.）
Group bundle payment 

with cable TV

¥12,430

¥12,715

¥11,515

¥24,185

¥24,740

¥22,340

¥2,400
Save up to

per year!
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Smart Service

Rental
Purchase

IP Box fee etc.
Monthly Fee ¥0*2

Monthly Fee ¥715*2

Monthly Fee ¥1,045*2

For customers currently using iTSCOM HOME
For customers currently using iTSCOM services, with the exception of the above
Ordinary Fee

*The basic usage fee for the first unit is ¥1,045/unit/month, if you use iTSCOM TV Push alone without using iTSCOM services. *If you use multiple units, the basic usage fee for the second and further unit is ¥715/unit/month.
*The IP Box fee includes the equipment cost for the terminal, installation and setup costs, etc. *Refer to the websites for detail about iTSCOM HOME.
*1 24-month warranty if purchased. *2 The basic usage fee is free for one IP Box with one iTSCOM HOME Gateway. The basic usage fee for the second and further boxes is ¥715/unit/month.

iTSCOM TV Push

Monthly Fee ¥550/unit
¥10,780/unit*1

*1 You can use one software contract on up to three terminals.

Internet Service All listed prices are tax-inclusive.

Apartment Type Monthly Fee

¥6,820/unit
¥6,270/unit
¥5,720/unit

2GB Course
1GB Course
300MB Course

Course Monthly Fee

¥4,730/unit
¥4,180/unit
¥3,520/unit

600MB Course
300MB Course
30MB Course

Course Monthly Fee

¥7,150/unit
¥6,600/unit
¥5,060/unit

600MB Course
300MB Course
30MB Course

Course Monthly Fee

Home Type Monthly Fee

¥8,250/unit
¥7,700/unit
¥7,150/unit
¥5,060/unit

2GB Course
1GB Course
300MB Course
30MB Course

Course Monthly Fee

●Mail virus check/Free　●Junk mail check/Free　●IP address type selection/Free　●Web filtering/monthly fee per terminal ¥220　
●Additional e-mail addresses/monthly fee per address ¥330　●Norton™ Security/monthly fee ¥627*1

Optional
Service

*Equipment installation is required. *Installation fee is not included. *If you use iTSCOM Hikari, an additional contract 
administration fee of ¥3,300 is required. *We may be unable to provide this service in some cases, depending on the 
building’s equipment. *If you use iTSCOM Hikari Home Type (2-year Course) or Apartment Course (2-year Course), a contract 
termination fee will be charged in the event of a course change or termination during the contract term (Excluding the month 
containing the date of contract expiration, and the subsequent two months). The contract termination fee is ¥10,450 for a 
contract begun by June 30, 2022. For a contract begun on or after July 1, 2022, (including contract renewals), the fee is 
¥10,450 if the monthly charge is ¥10,450 or more, or an amount equal to the monthly charge if that is less than ¥10,450. 
*The cable modem usage fee charge is included in the monthly usage fee for the cable service. If you want to purchase a 
cable modem, it costs ¥16,500/unit. with 24-month warranty, and the monthly usage fee is reduced by ¥770/unit.

Cable Service Monthly Fee

¥6,600/unit
¥5,060/unit
¥3,520/unit
¥1,870/unit

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS
Kattobi JUST

Course Monthly Fee

iTSCOM Hikari Home Type ［ 2-Year Course ］ Monthly Fee
《Customers Living in Houses》

iTSCOM Hikari Apartment Type ［ 2-Year Course ］ Monthly Fee
《Customers Living in Apartments》

*The name “Kattobi” for our Internet service 
refers to convenient connection to the Internet.

Phone Service

Monthly Fee

Free*1

¥2,200/registration*2
*1 If porting numbers from NTT, you will be changed a ¥2,200 NTT construction fee for intermission. 
*2 Registration until the month after commencement of service is free of charge.

Processing Fee

Number Portability
Number Change

Service

Optional Service

*Additional Universal Service Fee and telecommunications relay service fee will be charged. *Installation fee 
and call charge not included. *If you use iTSCOM Hikari, an additional contract administration fee of ¥3,300 
is required. *See important explanatory about ”Cable-plus Phone” for call charges.

Monthly Fee

Cable-plus Phone
Service Monthly Fee

¥1,463/month
Monthly Fee

¥330
¥440
¥220
¥110
¥550
¥330
¥110
¥759

Call waiting
Caller ID display
Caller ID notification request
Waiting caller ID display
Incoming call forwarding
Nuisance call automatic rejection
Print detailed phone bill
Optional discount pack
Nuisance call automatic rejection + Waiting caller ID display + Call waiting + Caller ID display + Caller ID notification request

Service

¥1,650/unit × 24 installments
¥1,320/unit × 24 installments

*1 If you only use a data SIM, the contract is only for the communications fee. *Additional charges apply for calls, SMS messages, and the universal service fee and telecommunications relay service fee. *If you have a contract 
for the 10-minute unlimited call course, there is no charge for any number of calls which do not exceed 10 minutes each and uses a prefix number. Calls which exceed 10 minutes are charged at ¥11 per 30 seconds. 
(International calls and international roaming are excluded) *There is a new contract fee of ¥3,733 per contract. *If you have a contract for unlimited 120-minute calls, your call will be automatically cut off after 120 minutes. 
Call again to talk for another 120 minutes. *The terminal "¥1,320 Course" does not include a power adapter with the unit, so if you need one, please purchase it for ¥1,430/unit. If you do not order the power adapter at the 
same time as the main unit, you will be charged a separate shipping fee of ¥1,000.

For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services ¥1,760/line ¥1,298/line ¥550/line

iTSCOM
SIM

Basic
Course Ordinary Fees ¥1,980/line ¥1,518/line ー

¥2,640/line ¥2,178/line ーUnlimited
10-minute
call course

iTSCOM
Data SIM*1

Ordinary Fees ¥2,860/line ¥2,398/line ー

¥1,540/line ¥1,078/line ー

Ordinary Fees ¥1,760/line ¥1,298/line ー

Terminal Fee For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services

Ordinary Fees

［Option］ Terminal extended warranty service ¥418/unit（When a terminal is replaced, there is a separate charge of ¥5,500/unit for the first occasion, and ¥11,000/unit for the second and each subsequent occasion.)

Mobile Service
Service Monthly Fee

For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services

For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services

Smartphone Type
¥1,320 Course

¥1,760/unit × 24 installments
¥1,430/unit × 24 installments

¥1,430 Course

6GB

¥2,310/line

¥2,530/line

¥3,190/line

¥3,410/line

¥2,090円/line

¥2,310/line

10GB

¥2,860/line

¥3,080/line

¥3,740/line

¥3,960/line

¥3,520/line ¥3,058/line ーUnlimited
120-minute
call course Ordinary Fees ¥3,740/line ¥3,278/line ー

For customers currently using eligible iTSCOM services ¥4,070/line

¥4,290/line

¥4,620/line

¥4,864/line

¥2,640/line

¥2,860/line

20GB 3GB 0GB

+

Com-
muni-
cations
Fee

iTSCOM
Smart
phone

Service Price List TV Service

J SPORTS 4 HD
GREEN CHANNEL HD, GREEN CHANNEL 2 HD
EISEIGEKIJO HD
WOWOW Plus: Movies, Drama, Sports, Music
TOEI Channel HD
STAR CHANNEL 
Nittele Plus: Dramas, anime, live music
TV Asahi Channel 1
Fuji TV NEXT: Live, Premium
Fuji TV ONE TWO NEXT
TBS Channel 1: Latest dramas, music, movies
TBS Channel 2: Hit dramas, sports, anime  
KNTV HD
Mnet HD
KBS World  HD
TAKARAZUKA SKY STAGE
WOWOW  
CNN U.S.

¥1,430/unit
¥1,100/unit
¥2,200/unit
¥770/unit

¥1,650/unit
¥2,530/unit
¥990/unit
¥660/unit

¥1,320/unit
¥1,650/unit
¥660/unit
¥660/unit

¥3,300/unit
¥2,530/unit
¥770/unit

¥2,970/unit
¥2,530/unit
¥2,200/unit

*1

*4

*2

*1

*5

*6

*2*3

*2*3

*1

*7

2 channels as one set

3 channels as one set

3 channels as one set

4 channels as one set

*1 This is included in the basic service with “MAX plus/MAX”.
*2 This is included in the basic service with “MAX plus/MAX” “STANDARD plus/STANDARD” and “BIG”.
*3 The monthly 2-channel set fee for TBS Channel 1 and TBS Channel 2 is ¥1,100/unit.
*4 The 3-channel set of Star Channel 1, Star Channel 2, and Star Channel 3.
*5 The monthly fee is ¥1,100/unit for users of “MAX plus/MAX”.
*6 Fuji TV ONE and Fuji TV TWO are included in the basic service with “MAX plus/MAX”.
*7 Applications for WOWOW and monthly usage fee payments for it should be made directly to WOWOW.

Optional Channels
Service Monthly Fee

*Equipment installation is required. *The above prices include equipment usage fees. *The monthly usage fee 
does not include the NHK reception fee. *Installation costs etc. are separate. *If you use iTSCOM Hikari, an 
additional contract administration fee of ¥3,300 is required. *If you apply for multiple units, the course with the 
highest monthly usage fee applies to the first unit, then the monthly usage fees for other courses apply to the 
second and other units. *MAX plus, STANDARD plus, and MINIplus only allow the use of one unit per 
household.  *An additional estimate and contract is required to view specialty channels in stores and offices etc.

2 units and more ¥4,840/unit

2 units and more ¥4,345/unit

2 units and more ¥4,840/unit

2 units and more ¥3,850/unit

2 units and more ¥2,880/unit

2 units and more ¥4,840/unit

2 units and more ¥3,850/unit

2 units and more ¥2,860/unit

2 units and more ¥3,190/unit

2 units and more ¥2,200/unit

2 units and more ¥1,210/unit

Cable Service

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

STB

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

STB

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

STB

¥9,680
¥8,690
¥7,260
¥6,270
¥5,280
¥6,600
¥5,610
¥4,620
¥4,070
¥3,080
¥2,090

MAX（BD）
MAX

BIG

αAce

MINI

Course Equipment Monthly Fee

Optional Services

*The monthly usage fee for “MAX plus/MAX” includes the iTSCOM Magazine program guide magazine.

１ Issue ¥275/month・shipping fee includediTSCOM　magazine
Service Fee

*This is a service you can only use with iTSCOM Hikari.
*“MAX plus” “STANDARD plus” “MINI plus” basic services include milplus Unlimited Viewing Pack 
Prime. *You can use this as an optional addition to TV service or Internet service.

¥1,026/monthmilplus Unlimited Viewing Pack Prime
Service Monthly Fee

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

2 units and more
¥3,850/unit
2 units and more
¥3,850/unit
2 units and more
¥2,200/unit

iTSCOM Hikari

¥9,460
¥7,040
¥3,850
¥8,690
¥6,270
¥3,080

MAX plus
STANDARD plus
MINI plus
MAX

STANDARD
MINI

Course Equipment Monthly Fee

《Both for Houses & Apartments》

*Facility Usage Service provides only DTT/BS digital broadcasting channels (including BS4K/8K). 
Customers cannot apply for optional channels or equipment (including attachments).

ー

iTSCOM Hikari

¥880/householdFacility Usage Service
Course Equipment Monthly Fee

《Customers Living in Houses》

iTSCOM Hikari ［2-Year TV Course］

Hit Pot

Hit Pot

You can use this in combination with the 
Internet 600 MB 2-year Course.

MAX plus
STANDARD plus

¥6,710
¥4,290

Course Equipment Monthly Fee

《Customers Living in Apartments》

*iTSCOM Hikari is a service which uses optical fiber cables to deliver TV, Internet, telephone, and 
more. It is also highly resilient, to provide more stable service.

¥550/household *Shortest contract term: 6 months

If you subscribe to
iTSCOM 
Tokoton Support

To use iTSCOM Service with more convenience and security
Monthly Fee

iTSCOM Tokoton Support
Service Initial Fee

¥0/month*Kaiteki Mesh Wi-Fi

If you subscribe to
Kaiteki Mesh Wi-Fi

● The range of Wi-Fi communication is extended by 
　 inter-connection of multiple installed devices.
●Stable, high-speed communication, anywhere in your home
●Automatic Wi-Fi optimization for comfortable connection

＊Excluding Kattobi MANSION LAN and Kattobi Hikari, applies to apartment contracts  ＊Free device shipping  ＊A fee 
of ¥330/unit/month is charged for the 3rd and subsequent units. (inclusive of tax)  *If iTSCOM provides installation 
work, there is an installation fee of ¥7,700 (installation and setup cost, wireless investigation cost) for each set of 2 
units. If the customer installs the equipment, a device shipping charge of ¥2,750 applies.  *When you apply for Mesh 
Wi-Fi, installation and device shipping for 1 set of 2 units is free of charge if you change to, or are already using, 
iTSCOM Internet service of 160M or higher (Excluding Kattobi MANSION LAN and Kattobi Hikari).  *For the 3rd and 
subsequent units, an installation and setup cost of ¥7,700/unit or a device shipping charge of ¥2,750 applies.

＊For customers using iTSCOM Tokoton Support with a contract for 160MB or higher Internet service

●Call the special toll-free number anytime!
●¥3,300 traveling fee and ¥2,200 technical fee for visiting
　support absolutely free！
　*Up to 3 setup operations/month (Maximum 2 working hours/visit)
●Professional staff will solve your problems remotely!
　*Internet connection necessary.

●The monthly usage fee for TV service does not include the NHK receiving fee. 
●Those already paying satellite broadcast reception fees can change to “group bundle payment”. 
●If those who pay satellite broadcast receiving fees to NHK in advance apply for group bundle payment, they 
can change to “group bundle payment” once their pre-paid period expires. 
●Those who are using iTSCOM services and are able to receive NHK satellite color broadcasts can 
apply for “group bundle payment” (limited to contracts within the iTSCOM service area).

NHK Group Bundle Payment
Customers who want to use this benefit can pay NHK receiving fees together with 
usage fees for our services to receive a discount.

¥4,340

¥4,440

¥4,040
*Receiving fee includes consumption tax. *Refer to the NHK website for details of receiving fee amounts.

2-month Payment 6-month Advance Payment 12-month Advance Payment

Standard receiving fee price 
（bank account, credit card）
Standard receiving fee price 
（automatic bank transfer, etc.）
Group bundle payment 

with cable TV

¥12,430

¥12,715

¥11,515

¥24,185

¥24,740

¥22,340

¥2,400
Save up to

per year!



Customers Living in
Detached Houses

*The monthly usage fee for the Omakase Master Plan includes the fee for iTSCOM Tokoton Support. You can use Norton™ Security for free. *“MAX” “MAX plus” include the usage fee for the program guide magazine 
(iTSCOM Magazine). *An application is required for Hikari Value Pack. *The Hikari Value Pack is conditional on continued use in three-year units, and will continue automatically, provided the user does not request 
termination. *The contract period starts from the first day of the month after the month containing the first day of usage of the latest relevant service to start, until the last day of the month in which the contract period 
elapses. *In the event of a complete or partial course change or termination of services included in the Hikari Value Pack during the contract period, a contract termination fee will be charged (Excluding the month 
containing the date of contract expiration, and the subsequent two months). The contract termination fee is ¥10,450 for a contract begun by June 30, 2022. For a contract begun on or after July 1, 2022, (including 
contract renewals), the fee is ¥10,450 if the monthly charge is ¥10,450 or more, or an amount equal to the monthly charge if that is less than ¥10,450. *The only payment method is credit card. *The Hikari Value 
Pack is a service that assumes rental use of a Hit Pot. The above fees include equipment rental fees. Please note that even if you buy the equipment, you will still be billed the fee stated above for using Value Pack.
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2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB

¥17,710/unit
¥17,160/unit
¥16,610/unit
¥14,520/unit
¥16,940/unit
¥16,390/unit
¥15,840/unit
¥13,750/unit
¥15,290/unit
¥14,740/unit
¥14,190/unit
¥12,100/unit
¥14,520/unit
¥13,970/unit
¥13,420/unit
¥11,330/unit
¥12,100/unit
¥11,550/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥9,130/unit
¥8,580/unit
¥8,030/unit
¥5,940/unit

¥13,860/unit
¥13,310/unit
¥12,760/unit
¥11,220/unit
¥13,090/unit
¥12,540/unit
¥11,990/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥11,770/unit
¥11,220/unit
¥10,670/unit
¥9,130/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥9,900/unit
¥8,360/unit
¥9,680/unit
¥9,130/unit
¥8,580/unit
¥6,710/unit
¥6,160/unit
¥5,610/unit
¥4,950/unit

¥13,090/unit
¥13,090/unit
¥12,540/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥12,320/unit
¥12,320/unit
¥11,770/unit
¥10,230/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥8,910/unit
¥10,230/unit
¥10,230/unit
¥9,680/unit
¥8,140/unit
¥9,020/unit
¥9,020/unit
¥8,470/unit
¥6,050/unit
¥6,050/unit
¥5,500/unit
¥4,840/unit

MAX plus

MAX

STANDARD plus

STANDARD

MINI plus

Facility Usage Service

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack

Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

Double Plan It’s a set plan for TV and Internet. Usage fees differ depending on the TV course and Internet you use, so 
pick the plan you like.

Customers Living in
Appartments

*The Hikari Value Pack is a service that assumes rental use of a Hit Pot, cable modem, and IP Box. The above fees include equipment rental fees. Please note that even if you buy the equipment, 
you will still be billed the fee stated above for using Value Pack. *Apartment Type is conditional on continued use in two-year units, and will continue automatically, provided the user does not request 
termination. *The contract period starts from the first day of the month after the month containing the first day of usage of the latest relevant service to start, until the last day of the month in which 
the contract period elapses. *In the event of a complete or partial course change or termination of services included in the Hikari Value Pack during the contract period, a contract termination fee will 
be charged (Excluding the month containing the date of contract expiration, and the subsequent two months). The contract termination fee is ¥10,450 for a contract begun by June 30, 2022. For a 
contract begun on or after July 1, 2022, (including contract renewals), the fee is ¥10,450 if the monthly charge is ¥10,450 or more, or an amount equal to the monthly charge if that is less than 
¥10,450. *The only payment method is credit card. *You can use a dedicated 4K tuner if your home (building) is provided with BS broadcasts from iTSCOM on a pass-through basis, and you have a 
contract for MINI or a higher TV course.

Apartment 2-year Plan

¥8,613/unit

¥8,063/unit

¥6,523/unit

¥5,203/unit

¥4,653/unit

¥4,103/unit

600MB

300MB

30MB

It’s a set plan for Internet and phone.
Usage fees differ depending on the Internet plan you use, so pick the plan you like.

¥5,038/unit

¥4,488/unit

¥3,938/unit

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack
Monthly Fee

Bigger savings with
Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

Cable-plus
Phone

ー

ー

ー

Apartment 2-year Plan + TV 2-year Course

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack
Monthly Fee

Bigger savings with
Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

¥18,073/unit

¥15,653/unit

It’s a set plan for Internet and telephone, plus TV.
Usage fees differ depending on the TV plan you use, so pick the plan you like.

¥11,913/unit

¥9,493/unit

¥11,638/unit

¥9.218/unit

Cable-plus
Phone600MB

MAX plus

STANDARD plus

Get a discount for TV with the 600MB Plan!

NET 2-year Course + TV 2-year Course

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack
Monthly Fee

Bigger savings with
Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

It’s a set plan for Internet and TV.
Usage fees differ depending on the TV plan you use, so pick the plan you like.

¥16,610/unit

¥14,190/unit

¥11,440/unit

¥9,020/unit

¥11,220/unit

¥8,800/unit

600MB

MAX plus

STANDARD plus

ー

ー

This is a set discount that saves your money on a bundle of services.

Omakase Master Plan It’s a set plan for TV, Internet, and telephone. Recommended for people who want to enjoy top-class TV and 
Internet. Usage fees differ depending on the TV course and Internet you use, so pick the plan you like.

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack

Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

¥19,723/unit
¥19,173/unit
¥18,623/unit
¥18,953/unit
¥18,403/unit
¥17,853/unit

¥14,773/unit
¥14,223/unit
¥13,673/unit
¥14,003/unit
¥13,453/unit
¥12,903/unit

¥13,948/unit
¥13,948/unit
¥13,398/unit
¥13,178/unit
¥13,178/unit
¥12,628/unit

2GB
1GB
300MB
2GB
1GB
300MB

MAX

MAX plus Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Cable-plus
Phone

¥15,983/unit
¥15,213/unit
¥16,753/unit
¥16,203/unit
¥15,653/unit
¥13,563/unit
¥15,983/unit
¥15,433/unit
¥14,883/unit
¥12,793/unit
¥13,563/unit
¥13,013/unit
¥12,463/unit
¥10,373/unit
¥12,793/unit
¥12,243/unit
¥11,693/unit
¥10,593/unit
¥10,043/unit
¥9,493/unit
¥7,403/unit

¥11,770/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥12,320/unit
¥11,770/unit
¥11,220/unit
¥9,680/unit
¥11,550/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥8,910/unit
¥9,823/unit
¥9,273/unit
¥8,723/unit
¥7,403/unit
¥9,053/unit
¥8,503/unit
¥7,953/unit
¥7,260/unit
¥6,710/unit
¥6,160/unit
¥5,500/unit

¥11,495/unit
¥10,725/unit
¥11,495/unit
¥11,495/unit
¥10,945/unit
¥9,405/unit
¥10,725/unit
¥10,725/unit
¥10,175/unit
¥8,635/unit
¥9,108/unit
¥9,108/unit
¥8,558/unit
¥7,238/unit
¥8,338/unit
¥8,338/unit
¥7,788/unit
¥6,545/unit
¥6,545/unit
¥5,995/unit
¥5,335/unit

STANDARD plus

Facility Usage Service

STANDARD

MINI plus

MAX plus 30MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB

MAX

MINI

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack

Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Triple Plan It’s a set plan for TV, Internet, and telephone. Usage fees differ depending on the TV course and Internet 
you use, so pick the plan you like.

Cable-plus
Phone

Price ListHikari VALUE PACK Price ListHikari VALUE PACK

All listed prices are tax-inclusive.

iTSCOM
Toko-Ton
Support

Price Simulation Price Simulation
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Customers Living in
Detached Houses

*The monthly usage fee for the Omakase Master Plan includes the fee for iTSCOM Tokoton Support. You can use Norton™ Security for free. *“MAX” “MAX plus” include the usage fee for the program guide magazine 
(iTSCOM Magazine). *An application is required for Hikari Value Pack. *The Hikari Value Pack is conditional on continued use in three-year units, and will continue automatically, provided the user does not request 
termination. *The contract period starts from the first day of the month after the month containing the first day of usage of the latest relevant service to start, until the last day of the month in which the contract period 
elapses. *In the event of a complete or partial course change or termination of services included in the Hikari Value Pack during the contract period, a contract termination fee will be charged (Excluding the month 
containing the date of contract expiration, and the subsequent two months). The contract termination fee is ¥10,450 for a contract begun by June 30, 2022. For a contract begun on or after July 1, 2022, (including 
contract renewals), the fee is ¥10,450 if the monthly charge is ¥10,450 or more, or an amount equal to the monthly charge if that is less than ¥10,450. *The only payment method is credit card. *The Hikari Value 
Pack is a service that assumes rental use of a Hit Pot. The above fees include equipment rental fees. Please note that even if you buy the equipment, you will still be billed the fee stated above for using Value Pack.
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2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB

¥17,710/unit
¥17,160/unit
¥16,610/unit
¥14,520/unit
¥16,940/unit
¥16,390/unit
¥15,840/unit
¥13,750/unit
¥15,290/unit
¥14,740/unit
¥14,190/unit
¥12,100/unit
¥14,520/unit
¥13,970/unit
¥13,420/unit
¥11,330/unit
¥12,100/unit
¥11,550/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥9,130/unit
¥8,580/unit
¥8,030/unit
¥5,940/unit

¥13,860/unit
¥13,310/unit
¥12,760/unit
¥11,220/unit
¥13,090/unit
¥12,540/unit
¥11,990/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥11,770/unit
¥11,220/unit
¥10,670/unit
¥9,130/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥9,900/unit
¥8,360/unit
¥9,680/unit
¥9,130/unit
¥8,580/unit
¥6,710/unit
¥6,160/unit
¥5,610/unit
¥4,950/unit

¥13,090/unit
¥13,090/unit
¥12,540/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥12,320/unit
¥12,320/unit
¥11,770/unit
¥10,230/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥8,910/unit
¥10,230/unit
¥10,230/unit
¥9,680/unit
¥8,140/unit
¥9,020/unit
¥9,020/unit
¥8,470/unit
¥6,050/unit
¥6,050/unit
¥5,500/unit
¥4,840/unit

MAX plus

MAX

STANDARD plus

STANDARD

MINI plus

Facility Usage Service

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack

Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

Double Plan It’s a set plan for TV and Internet. Usage fees differ depending on the TV course and Internet you use, so 
pick the plan you like.

Customers Living in
Appartments

*The Hikari Value Pack is a service that assumes rental use of a Hit Pot, cable modem, and IP Box. The above fees include equipment rental fees. Please note that even if you buy the equipment, 
you will still be billed the fee stated above for using Value Pack. *Apartment Type is conditional on continued use in two-year units, and will continue automatically, provided the user does not request 
termination. *The contract period starts from the first day of the month after the month containing the first day of usage of the latest relevant service to start, until the last day of the month in which 
the contract period elapses. *In the event of a complete or partial course change or termination of services included in the Hikari Value Pack during the contract period, a contract termination fee will 
be charged (Excluding the month containing the date of contract expiration, and the subsequent two months). The contract termination fee is ¥10,450 for a contract begun by June 30, 2022. For a 
contract begun on or after July 1, 2022, (including contract renewals), the fee is ¥10,450 if the monthly charge is ¥10,450 or more, or an amount equal to the monthly charge if that is less than 
¥10,450. *The only payment method is credit card. *You can use a dedicated 4K tuner if your home (building) is provided with BS broadcasts from iTSCOM on a pass-through basis, and you have a 
contract for MINI or a higher TV course.

Apartment 2-year Plan

¥8,613/unit

¥8,063/unit

¥6,523/unit

¥5,203/unit

¥4,653/unit

¥4,103/unit

600MB

300MB

30MB

It’s a set plan for Internet and phone.
Usage fees differ depending on the Internet plan you use, so pick the plan you like.

¥5,038/unit

¥4,488/unit

¥3,938/unit

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack
Monthly Fee

Bigger savings with
Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

Cable-plus
Phone

ー

ー

ー

Apartment 2-year Plan + TV 2-year Course

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack
Monthly Fee

Bigger savings with
Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

¥18,073/unit

¥15,653/unit

It’s a set plan for Internet and telephone, plus TV.
Usage fees differ depending on the TV plan you use, so pick the plan you like.

¥11,913/unit

¥9,493/unit

¥11,638/unit

¥9.218/unit

Cable-plus
Phone600MB

MAX plus

STANDARD plus

Get a discount for TV with the 600MB Plan!

NET 2-year Course + TV 2-year Course

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack
Monthly Fee

Bigger savings with
Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

It’s a set plan for Internet and TV.
Usage fees differ depending on the TV plan you use, so pick the plan you like.

¥16,610/unit

¥14,190/unit

¥11,440/unit

¥9,020/unit

¥11,220/unit

¥8,800/unit

600MB

MAX plus

STANDARD plus

ー

ー

This is a set discount that saves your money on a bundle of services.

Omakase Master Plan It’s a set plan for TV, Internet, and telephone. Recommended for people who want to enjoy top-class TV and 
Internet. Usage fees differ depending on the TV course and Internet you use, so pick the plan you like.

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack

Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

¥19,723/unit
¥19,173/unit
¥18,623/unit
¥18,953/unit
¥18,403/unit
¥17,853/unit

¥14,773/unit
¥14,223/unit
¥13,673/unit
¥14,003/unit
¥13,453/unit
¥12,903/unit

¥13,948/unit
¥13,948/unit
¥13,398/unit
¥13,178/unit
¥13,178/unit
¥12,628/unit

2GB
1GB
300MB
2GB
1GB
300MB

MAX

MAX plus Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Cable-plus
Phone

¥15,983/unit
¥15,213/unit
¥16,753/unit
¥16,203/unit
¥15,653/unit
¥13,563/unit
¥15,983/unit
¥15,433/unit
¥14,883/unit
¥12,793/unit
¥13,563/unit
¥13,013/unit
¥12,463/unit
¥10,373/unit
¥12,793/unit
¥12,243/unit
¥11,693/unit
¥10,593/unit
¥10,043/unit
¥9,493/unit
¥7,403/unit

¥11,770/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥12,320/unit
¥11,770/unit
¥11,220/unit
¥9,680/unit
¥11,550/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥8,910/unit
¥9,823/unit
¥9,273/unit
¥8,723/unit
¥7,403/unit
¥9,053/unit
¥8,503/unit
¥7,953/unit
¥7,260/unit
¥6,710/unit
¥6,160/unit
¥5,500/unit

¥11,495/unit
¥10,725/unit
¥11,495/unit
¥11,495/unit
¥10,945/unit
¥9,405/unit
¥10,725/unit
¥10,725/unit
¥10,175/unit
¥8,635/unit
¥9,108/unit
¥9,108/unit
¥8,558/unit
¥7,238/unit
¥8,338/unit
¥8,338/unit
¥7,788/unit
¥6,545/unit
¥6,545/unit
¥5,995/unit
¥5,335/unit

STANDARD plus

Facility Usage Service

STANDARD

MINI plus

MAX plus 30MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
2GB
1GB
300MB
30MB

MAX

MINI

TV Internet Phone Hikari Value Pack

Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariOrdinary Fee

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Upgrade to 2GB
at the same price!

Triple Plan It’s a set plan for TV, Internet, and telephone. Usage fees differ depending on the TV course and Internet 
you use, so pick the plan you like.

Cable-plus
Phone

Price ListHikari VALUE PACK Price ListHikari VALUE PACK

All listed prices are tax-inclusive.

iTSCOM
Toko-Ton
Support

Price Simulation Price Simulation

28 29
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How to Use Our Service

ApplicationDetached House
Residents

1

Apply from the 
on-line application 
form or contact the 
toll-free number

Explanations/
estimates

Our staff will visit you, make 
a preliminary installation 
inspection, and provide an 
estimate, description of 
service content, etc.

Contracts

Pass the application form 
to our staff, or mail it in. On 
receipt of the form, we will 
arrange the installation 
date and time with you.

Construction

Installation work will 
take around two to 
three hours.

Service starts

Service starts once 
installation is 
complete.

2 3 4 5
ApplicationApartment

Residents

Apply from the on-line 
application form or contact 
the toll-free number

1
Contracts

Mail the application form. 
On receipt of the form, we 
will arrange the installation 
date and time with you.

Construction

Installation work will take 
around 30 minutes to 1 
hour.

Service starts

Service starts once 
installation is complete.

2 3 4

TV Internet Phone Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariMonthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariMonthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariAll-in-one Discount
¥15,730/unit
¥14,190/unit
¥12,650/unit

¥13,640円/unit
¥12,100円/unit
¥10,560円/unit
¥12,980円/unit
¥11,440円/unit
¥9,900円/unit
¥10,450円/unit
¥10,593円/unit

¥8,503円/unit
¥7,843円/unit
¥7,843円/unit
¥6,303円/unit
¥4,763円/unit

ー
ー
ー

ー

※1

※1

※1

ー
ー
ー

ー

¥15,510/unit
¥13,970/unit
¥12,540/unit

¥13,420円/unit
¥11,880円/unit
¥10,450円/unit
¥12,760円/unit
¥11,220円/unit
¥9,790円/unit
¥10,340円/unit
¥10,428円/unit

¥8,338円/unit
¥7,678円/unit
¥7,678円/unit
¥6,138円/unit
¥4,708円/unit

¥14,740/unit
¥13,200/unit
¥11,660/unit
¥12,650/unit
¥11,110/unit
¥9,570/unit
¥11,990/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥8,910/unit
¥9,460/unit

¥9,603/unit
¥7,513/unit
¥6,853/unit

ー
ー
ー

ー

ー
ー
ー

ー

¥14,520/unit
¥12,980/unit
¥11,550/unit
¥12,430/unit
¥10,890/unit
¥9,460/unit
¥11,770/unit
¥10,230/unit
¥8,800/unit
¥9,350/unit

¥9,438/unit
¥7,348/unit
¥6,688/unit

¥11,660/unit
¥10,120/unit
¥8,580/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥9,460/unit
¥7,920/unit
¥8,470/unit

¥6,523/unit
¥5,863/unit

ー
ー
ー
ー
ー
ー

ー
ー

ー
ー
ー
ー
ー
ー

ー
ー

¥11,440/unit
¥9,900/unit
¥8,470/unit
¥10,780/unit
¥9,240/unit
¥7,810/unit
¥8,360/unit

¥6,358/unit
¥5,698/unit

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160

MAX（BD）

MAX

Cable Plus
Phone

Cable Plus
Phone

BIG

αAce

MINI
MAX（BD）
MAX
BIG
αAce
ー
ー
ー

¥550
discount

¥220
discount

¥550 discount

¥220 discount

¥220 discount

*1 Since iTSCOM TV is not used, “BD-Hit Pot” “Hit Pot” “STB” devices mentioned above are not covered. *The “All-in-One Discount” does not apply to combinations other than those above. *The above discount is not applicable to those 
with an “iTSCOM apartment” contract. Other discounts are available, so please contact us for details. *“All-in-One Discount” is applied to the monthly usage fee for the first unit for each service. *The contract term starts from the first day 
of the month after the month containing the first day of usage of the service to which the start of application applies (if there are multiple service products, the usage start date of the one which starts the latest). If you use number 
portability with Cable-plus Phone, the service start date will be the date on which number portability setup is completed. *The contract completion date is the last day of the month in which the above contract term elapses.

Double Discount
STBHit PotBD-Hit Pot

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Price ListCustomers Living
in Apartments

TV Internet Phone

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

MAX（BD）

MAX
Kattobi MEGA160

Omakase Master Value Pack

Cable-plus Phone

*Three-year contract

TV Internet Phone

Value Pack

Monthly Fee

¥13,893/unit

¥12,903/unit

Value Pack

Monthly Fee

¥8,943/unit

¥7,623/unit

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari

¥13,618/unit

¥12,628/unit

Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari

¥8,778/unit

¥7,458/unit

Value Pack Triple 3-year Plan

¥17,743/unit

¥16,753/unit

Ordinary Fee *

¥12,133/unit

¥10,593/unit

Ordinary Fee*

*Three-year contract

*This is the value before application of the batch discount.　　
“Omakase Pack” contract applicability conditions: ①An application is required if you want to use Value Pack. ②The charge for Value Pack applies to the usage fee from the next month after all applicable services have started (the starting month). If 
you use number portability in a Cable-plus Phone contract, the service start date will be the date on which number portability setup is completed. ③Omakase Master Value Pack, Value Pack 3-year Plan, and Value Pack Triple 3-year Plan, run in 3-year 
units, while the Value Pack 2-year Plan runs in 2-year units. Continuous use is a condition for starting, and will continue automatically, provided the user does not request termination. To request termination, contact us before the end of the 24th month (for 
a 2-year plan), or of the 36th month (for a 3-year plan), counting from the starting month. ④In the event of a complete or partial course change or termination of services included in the Value Pack during the contract period, a contract termination fee will be 
charged (Excluding the month containing the date of contract expiration, and the subsequent two months). The contract termination fee is ¥10,450 for a contract begun by June 30, 2022. For a contract begun on or after July 1, 2022, (including contract 
renewals), the fee is ¥10,450 if the monthly charge is ¥10,450 or more, or an amount equal to the monthly charge if that is less than ¥10,450. ⑤The only payment method is credit card. ⑥The Value Pack is a service that assumes rental use of BD-Hit 
Pot, Hit Pot, cable modem, and IP Box. The above fees include equipment rental fees. Even if you buy the equipment, you will still be billed the fee stated above for use of the Value Pack. Please note this point in advance.

TV Internet Phone

¥16,280/unit

¥14,740/unit

¥15,290/unit

¥13,750/unit

¥13,860/unit

¥12,320/unit

¥12,870/unit

¥11,330/unit

¥13,200/unit

¥11,660/unit

¥12,210/unit

¥10,670/unit

ー

ー

ー

ー

ー

ー

Value Pack

Monthly Fee

¥13,970/unit

¥12,430/unit

¥12,980/unit

¥11,440/unit

¥11,880/unit

¥10,340/unit

¥10,890/unit

¥9,350/unit

¥11,220/unit

¥9,680/unit

¥10,230/unit

¥8,690/unit

Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari

¥13,750/unit

¥12,210/unit

¥12,760/unit

¥11,220/unit

¥11,660/unit

¥10,120/unit

¥10,670/unit

¥9,130/unit

¥11,000/unit

¥9,460/unit

¥10,010/unit

¥8,470/unit

Value Pack

Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari

¥12,980/unit

¥11,440/unit

¥10,890/unit

¥9,350/unit

¥10,230/unit

¥8,690/unit

ー

ー

ー

ー

ー

ー

¥12,760/unit

¥11,220/unit

¥10,670/unit

¥9,130/unit

¥10,010/unit

¥8,470/unit

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

MAX

MAX（BD） BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

2-year Plan 3-year PlanValue Pack 2-year Plan/3-year Plan
Ordinary Fee*

Price List

TV Internet Phone Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariMonthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariMonthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariAll-in-one Discount

MAX（BD）

MAX

BIG

αAce

MINI

¥1,100
discount

¥880
discount

¥660
discount

¥440 discount

¥14,443/unit
¥12,903/unit
¥11,363/unit
¥14,003/unit
¥12,463/unit
¥10,923/unit
¥11,693/unit

¥16,643/unit
¥15,103/unit
¥13,563/unit

ー
ー
ー

ー
ー
ー

¥16,368/unit
¥14,828/unit
¥13,398/unit

¥14,168/unit
¥12,628/unit
¥11,198/unit
¥13,728/unit
¥12,188/unit
¥10,758/unit
¥11,528/unit

¥15,378/unit
¥13,838/unit
¥12,408/unit
¥13,178/unit
¥11,638/unit
¥10,208/unit
¥12,738/unit
¥11,198/unit
¥9,768/unit
¥10,538/unit

ー
ー
ー

¥15,653/unit
¥14,113/unit
¥12,573/unit
¥13,453/unit
¥11,913/unit
¥10,373/unit
¥12,518/unit
¥11,473/unit
¥9,933/unit
¥10,703/unit

ー
ー
ー

ー
ー
ー
ー
ー
ー

¥12,463/unit
¥10,923/unit
¥9,383/unit
¥12,023/unit
¥10,483/unit
¥8,943/unit
¥9,713/unit

¥12,188/unit
¥10,648/unit
¥9,218/unit
¥11,748/unit
¥10,208/unit
¥8,778/unit
¥9,548/unit

ー
ー
ー
ー
ー
ー

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160

Triple Discount
STBHit PotBD-Hit Pot

TV Internet Phone Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari
¥16,643/unit
¥15,653/unit

¥16,368/unit
¥15,378/unit

Omakase Master Pack comes with optional services.

*The monthly usage fee for the Omakase Master Pack includes the fee for iTSCOM Tokoton Support. You can use Norton™ Security for free.
*“MAX (BD)” includes the usage fee for BD-Hit Pot.　*“MAX” includes the usage fee for Hit Pot. *“MAX(BD)” and “MAX” include the charge for the program guide magazine (iTSCOM Magazine).　

Omakase Master Pack

MAX（BD）
MAX

BD-Hit Pot
Hit Pot

Cable-plus PhoneMINI BD-Hit Pot

Cable Plus
Phone

You can use
Cable-plus Phone
for an additional

¥1,463. 
(A charge is
required with
Omakase Master
Value Pack).

Kattobi MEGA160 Cable Plus Phone

*The monthly usage fee for the Omakase Master Value Pack includes the fees for iTSCOM Tokoton Support and the program guide magazine (iTSCOM magazine). You can use Norton™ Security for free.

BIG

αAce

All-in-One DISCOUNTCustomers Living
in Apartments

Price Simulation Price Simulation

All listed prices are tax-inclusive.
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How to Use Our Service

ApplicationDetached House
Residents

1

Apply from the 
on-line application 
form or contact the 
toll-free number

Explanations/
estimates

Our staff will visit you, make 
a preliminary installation 
inspection, and provide an 
estimate, description of 
service content, etc.

Contracts

Pass the application form 
to our staff, or mail it in. On 
receipt of the form, we will 
arrange the installation 
date and time with you.

Construction

Installation work will 
take around two to 
three hours.

Service starts

Service starts once 
installation is 
complete.

2 3 4 5
ApplicationApartment

Residents

Apply from the on-line 
application form or contact 
the toll-free number

1
Contracts

Mail the application form. 
On receipt of the form, we 
will arrange the installation 
date and time with you.

Construction

Installation work will take 
around 30 minutes to 1 
hour.

Service starts

Service starts once 
installation is complete.

2 3 4

TV Internet Phone Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariMonthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariMonthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariAll-in-one Discount
¥15,730/unit
¥14,190/unit
¥12,650/unit

¥13,640円/unit
¥12,100円/unit
¥10,560円/unit
¥12,980円/unit
¥11,440円/unit
¥9,900円/unit
¥10,450円/unit
¥10,593円/unit

¥8,503円/unit
¥7,843円/unit
¥7,843円/unit
¥6,303円/unit
¥4,763円/unit

ー
ー
ー

ー

※1

※1

※1

ー
ー
ー

ー

¥15,510/unit
¥13,970/unit
¥12,540/unit

¥13,420円/unit
¥11,880円/unit
¥10,450円/unit
¥12,760円/unit
¥11,220円/unit
¥9,790円/unit
¥10,340円/unit
¥10,428円/unit

¥8,338円/unit
¥7,678円/unit
¥7,678円/unit
¥6,138円/unit
¥4,708円/unit

¥14,740/unit
¥13,200/unit
¥11,660/unit
¥12,650/unit
¥11,110/unit
¥9,570/unit
¥11,990/unit
¥10,450/unit
¥8,910/unit
¥9,460/unit

¥9,603/unit
¥7,513/unit
¥6,853/unit

ー
ー
ー

ー

ー
ー
ー

ー

¥14,520/unit
¥12,980/unit
¥11,550/unit
¥12,430/unit
¥10,890/unit
¥9,460/unit
¥11,770/unit
¥10,230/unit
¥8,800/unit
¥9,350/unit

¥9,438/unit
¥7,348/unit
¥6,688/unit

¥11,660/unit
¥10,120/unit
¥8,580/unit
¥11,000/unit
¥9,460/unit
¥7,920/unit
¥8,470/unit

¥6,523/unit
¥5,863/unit

ー
ー
ー
ー
ー
ー

ー
ー

ー
ー
ー
ー
ー
ー

ー
ー

¥11,440/unit
¥9,900/unit
¥8,470/unit
¥10,780/unit
¥9,240/unit
¥7,810/unit
¥8,360/unit

¥6,358/unit
¥5,698/unit

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160

MAX（BD）

MAX

Cable Plus
Phone

Cable Plus
Phone

BIG

αAce

MINI
MAX（BD）
MAX
BIG
αAce
ー
ー
ー

¥550
discount

¥220
discount

¥550 discount

¥220 discount

¥220 discount

*1 Since iTSCOM TV is not used, “BD-Hit Pot” “Hit Pot” “STB” devices mentioned above are not covered. *The “All-in-One Discount” does not apply to combinations other than those above. *The above discount is not applicable to those 
with an “iTSCOM apartment” contract. Other discounts are available, so please contact us for details. *“All-in-One Discount” is applied to the monthly usage fee for the first unit for each service. *The contract term starts from the first day 
of the month after the month containing the first day of usage of the service to which the start of application applies (if there are multiple service products, the usage start date of the one which starts the latest). If you use number 
portability with Cable-plus Phone, the service start date will be the date on which number portability setup is completed. *The contract completion date is the last day of the month in which the above contract term elapses.

Double Discount
STBHit PotBD-Hit Pot

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Price ListCustomers Living
in Apartments

TV Internet Phone

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

MAX（BD）

MAX
Kattobi MEGA160

Omakase Master Value Pack

Cable-plus Phone

*Three-year contract

TV Internet Phone

Value Pack

Monthly Fee

¥13,893/unit

¥12,903/unit

Value Pack

Monthly Fee

¥8,943/unit

¥7,623/unit

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari

¥13,618/unit

¥12,628/unit

Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari

¥8,778/unit

¥7,458/unit

Value Pack Triple 3-year Plan

¥17,743/unit

¥16,753/unit

Ordinary Fee *

¥12,133/unit

¥10,593/unit

Ordinary Fee*

*Three-year contract

*This is the value before application of the batch discount.　　
“Omakase Pack” contract applicability conditions: ①An application is required if you want to use Value Pack. ②The charge for Value Pack applies to the usage fee from the next month after all applicable services have started (the starting month). If 
you use number portability in a Cable-plus Phone contract, the service start date will be the date on which number portability setup is completed. ③Omakase Master Value Pack, Value Pack 3-year Plan, and Value Pack Triple 3-year Plan, run in 3-year 
units, while the Value Pack 2-year Plan runs in 2-year units. Continuous use is a condition for starting, and will continue automatically, provided the user does not request termination. To request termination, contact us before the end of the 24th month (for 
a 2-year plan), or of the 36th month (for a 3-year plan), counting from the starting month. ④In the event of a complete or partial course change or termination of services included in the Value Pack during the contract period, a contract termination fee will be 
charged (Excluding the month containing the date of contract expiration, and the subsequent two months). The contract termination fee is ¥10,450 for a contract begun by June 30, 2022. For a contract begun on or after July 1, 2022, (including contract 
renewals), the fee is ¥10,450 if the monthly charge is ¥10,450 or more, or an amount equal to the monthly charge if that is less than ¥10,450. ⑤The only payment method is credit card. ⑥The Value Pack is a service that assumes rental use of BD-Hit 
Pot, Hit Pot, cable modem, and IP Box. The above fees include equipment rental fees. Even if you buy the equipment, you will still be billed the fee stated above for use of the Value Pack. Please note this point in advance.

TV Internet Phone

¥16,280/unit

¥14,740/unit

¥15,290/unit

¥13,750/unit

¥13,860/unit

¥12,320/unit

¥12,870/unit

¥11,330/unit

¥13,200/unit

¥11,660/unit

¥12,210/unit

¥10,670/unit

ー

ー

ー

ー

ー

ー

Value Pack

Monthly Fee

¥13,970/unit

¥12,430/unit

¥12,980/unit

¥11,440/unit

¥11,880/unit

¥10,340/unit

¥10,890/unit

¥9,350/unit

¥11,220/unit

¥9,680/unit

¥10,230/unit

¥8,690/unit

Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari

¥13,750/unit

¥12,210/unit

¥12,760/unit

¥11,220/unit

¥11,660/unit

¥10,120/unit

¥10,670/unit

¥9,130/unit

¥11,000/unit

¥9,460/unit

¥10,010/unit

¥8,470/unit

Value Pack

Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari

¥12,980/unit

¥11,440/unit

¥10,890/unit

¥9,350/unit

¥10,230/unit

¥8,690/unit

ー

ー

ー

ー

ー

ー

¥12,760/unit

¥11,220/unit

¥10,670/unit

¥9,130/unit

¥10,010/unit

¥8,470/unit

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

Kattobi MEGA160

Kattobi WIDE

MAX

MAX（BD） BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

BD-Hit Pot

Hit Pot

2-year Plan 3-year PlanValue Pack 2-year Plan/3-year Plan
Ordinary Fee*

Price List

TV Internet Phone Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariMonthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariMonthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto WariAll-in-one Discount

MAX（BD）

MAX

BIG

αAce

MINI

¥1,100
discount

¥880
discount

¥660
discount

¥440 discount

¥14,443/unit
¥12,903/unit
¥11,363/unit
¥14,003/unit
¥12,463/unit
¥10,923/unit
¥11,693/unit

¥16,643/unit
¥15,103/unit
¥13,563/unit

ー
ー
ー

ー
ー
ー

¥16,368/unit
¥14,828/unit
¥13,398/unit

¥14,168/unit
¥12,628/unit
¥11,198/unit
¥13,728/unit
¥12,188/unit
¥10,758/unit
¥11,528/unit

¥15,378/unit
¥13,838/unit
¥12,408/unit
¥13,178/unit
¥11,638/unit
¥10,208/unit
¥12,738/unit
¥11,198/unit
¥9,768/unit
¥10,538/unit

ー
ー
ー

¥15,653/unit
¥14,113/unit
¥12,573/unit
¥13,453/unit
¥11,913/unit
¥10,373/unit
¥12,518/unit
¥11,473/unit
¥9,933/unit
¥10,703/unit

ー
ー
ー

ー
ー
ー
ー
ー
ー

¥12,463/unit
¥10,923/unit
¥9,383/unit
¥12,023/unit
¥10,483/unit
¥8,943/unit
¥9,713/unit

¥12,188/unit
¥10,648/unit
¥9,218/unit
¥11,748/unit
¥10,208/unit
¥8,778/unit
¥9,548/unit

ー
ー
ー
ー
ー
ー

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160
Kattobi WIDE
Kattobi PLUS

Kattobi MEGA160

Triple Discount
STBHit PotBD-Hit Pot

TV Internet Phone Monthly Fee
Bigger savings with

Denki Gutto Wari
¥16,643/unit
¥15,653/unit

¥16,368/unit
¥15,378/unit

Omakase Master Pack comes with optional services.

*The monthly usage fee for the Omakase Master Pack includes the fee for iTSCOM Tokoton Support. You can use Norton™ Security for free.
*“MAX (BD)” includes the usage fee for BD-Hit Pot.　*“MAX” includes the usage fee for Hit Pot. *“MAX(BD)” and “MAX” include the charge for the program guide magazine (iTSCOM Magazine).　

Omakase Master Pack

MAX（BD）
MAX

BD-Hit Pot
Hit Pot

Cable-plus PhoneMINI BD-Hit Pot

Cable Plus
Phone

You can use
Cable-plus Phone
for an additional

¥1,463. 
(A charge is
required with
Omakase Master
Value Pack).

Kattobi MEGA160 Cable Plus Phone

*The monthly usage fee for the Omakase Master Value Pack includes the fees for iTSCOM Tokoton Support and the program guide magazine (iTSCOM magazine). You can use Norton™ Security for free.

BIG

αAce

All-in-One DISCOUNTCustomers Living
in Apartments

Price Simulation Price Simulation

All listed prices are tax-inclusive.
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